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Are you ready for a spectacular looking car sitting in your driveway? Are you ready to learn more
about auto detailing? Then you must read this now!Did you know your car is a reflection of you as a
person? Why wouldn't you want that reflection to gleam as brightly as you do?This easy to use
guide will ensure you come away armed to the teeth with knowledge and practical advice about car
detailing to get started NOW to improve the look of that daily driver, classic, project car or business
vehicle!Â Why not take pride in your car and get near professional level results at home on your
own?Here's a sample of what you will learn:The most common mistakes and issues you face.The
tools and products necessaryDetermining what your vehicle needs.Step by step instruction on
washing your car, decontamination, paint correction and more!Don't wait any longer to have an
amazing looking car sitting right outside! Skip the car washes and Detail It Yourself!
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OMG!!! I had no idea just how much I didn't know!I was just in Home Depot this past weekend and
bought "a sponge" to wash my car with - thank goodness I haven't used it yet. I'm taking it back
unopened.There is so much I just had no idea about. I thought I was okay going to the auto parts

store around the corner - who knew I was actually buying "products of torture" for my car's
paint.Joey clearly has significant experience in the car detailing business. Previously I've gone into
the auto parts store and not really known which products were best - what should I buy to take care
of my car?Now I know. Joey gives a clear list of which exact products he recommends and where
you can find them. This is so helpful!I am about to get a new car and this book is going to be my
"car care bible".For me I have struggled with getting wax and cleaners on the black rubber / plastic
parts of my car. Then it seems impossible to get rid of the mark they have left. Now I know what to
do, what products to use and how to do it right.One of the most simple things I found in the book
was a small change to the bucket of car wash water that I dip my sponge in. Joey recommends a
simple grit grate - so ingenious, as it stops particles floating in the water from getting back into your
sponge.The chapter on Common Mistakes really hit home for me - I think I have committed
everyone he listed :(If you care about taking care of your car - you gotta get this book.I'm never
going into an automated car wash ever again!

REALLY great details and specific instructions on what to use, how to use it, and how to get the
most out of it in keeping your ride SHARP! This is an amazing consolidation of really great insights,
and specific action steps to keeping your car clean, and well maintained! Joey has done a really
great job of gathering his years of experience and clearly laying out what you and I can do, cost
effectively, to make our rides sparkle!Really enjoyed the stories too!!

Really informative, super readable style, and answered all the questions I wanted the answer to.
Really straight-forward and helpful, great pictures too.
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